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Publishable executive summary
The SWS-HEATING project is a H2020 funded project that aims at developing innovative
seasonal thermal energy storage (STES) unit with a novel storage material and creative
configuration, i.e. a sorbent material embedded in a compact multi-modular sorption STES
unit.
The development of the project logo and website, informing the visitors on the objectives of
the project and the planned activities were part of of WP9 and in particular it was defined as
Task 9.2.. A modern and fully operational website has been created and is available online
since the 10th of October 2018 under the specially created domain www.swsheating.eu. It
is also noted that a project video will also be created during the conduction of the project
and will be presented on this website.
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1 Webpage structure and content
1.1 Homepage
On the homepage of the website (Figure 1) the visitor can be informed about the main
aspects of the SWS-HEATING through the homepage navigation tabs that include:
a. Home
b. Overview
c. Objectives
d. Participants
e. Publications
f.

Contact

Figure 1. Website Homepage

Naturally information on the current progress of the progress is provided on a dedicated
space in the homepage (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Project Current Progress

1.2 Overview
Under the Overview menu there are 4 different submenus (Figures 3-6):
1. About
2. Overall Concept
3. Implementation
4. Ambition
Special attention was given to the technical descriptions in order to be easily perceivable
from non-specialists or scientists and at the same time to contain all the necessary
information for an expert to understand the innovation features of the project.

Figure 3. About the Project
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Figure 4. Overall Concept

Figure 5. Project Implementation
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Figure 6. Project Ambition

1.3 Project Objectives
The project objectives are presented here as depicted in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Project Objectives

1.4 Participants
Furthermore, in order to promote the involved partners and inform the visitors about the
trans-boundary cooperation developed through the EU funded projects the menu
Participants was included in the website design (Figure 8). The profile of each partner is
presented in detail through the respective links on the name of the partner which lead to
the partner profile description page. The website of each partner and the respective links
are also provided in the presented table.

Figure 8. Participants menu

1.5 Publications
As regards the publications menu all project-related publications such as Press releases,
Workshops Proceedings & Presentations, Conferences, Journal Publications and the
deliverable reports at public dissemination level will be available there.
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